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Strategic Value Analysis
FOR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
AN ILLUSTRATION FROM THE

Petroleum Industry
By John K. Shank, Eric A. Spiegel and Alfred Escher

Managers can do a far better job if they understand how each process they manage adds value. SVA is a tool for gaining that understanding.

T

describe

Competitive advantage in the

The value chain framework is a

and illustrate a technique for

marketplace ultimately derives from

method for breaking down the chain

HIS ARTICLE WILL

assessing strategic position-

providing better customer value for

— from basic raw materials to end-

ing and for understanding strategic

equivalent cost (that is, differentia-

use customers — into strategically rel-

challenges, which has wide applica-

tion) or equivalent customer value for

evant activities in order to understand

bility across companies and across in-

a lower cost (low cost). Occasionally,

the behavior of costs and the sources

dustries. We call it Strategic Value

but not often, a company achieves

of differentiation. We are aware of no

Analysis because it is based on the fa-

both by providing better value at a

companies that span the entire value

miliar value chain concept from the

lower cost — I.B.M. in PC’s in 1984 or

chain in which they operate.

strategic management literature. What

Microsoft with Windows 95. What-

A company like Chevron spans

is different about Strategic Value Analy-

ever the focus for a company, value

wide segments of the petroleum value

sis is careful attention to quantitative

chain analysis is essential to deter-

chain, from oil exploration to service

relationships and analytically ground-

mine exactly where in the chain cus-

stations, but it does not span the en-

ed insights. Such attention permits

tomer value can be enhanced or costs

tire chain. Fifty percent of the crude oil

much richer and more explicit aware-

lowered. It is shortsighted to ignore

it uses comes from other producers,

ness of the underlying economic con-

linkages upstream from the company

and more than one-third of its refined

text shaping business choices.

as well as downstream.

product is sold through other retail
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outlets. Also, Chevron is not in the au-

tomer actions even though the paper

to business, the major user of gaso-

mill is two stages upstream from the

1. Are there new or emerging

line. More narrowly, a company like

printer who is a customer of the press

players in my industry (within any

Apache is only in the oil exploration

manufacturer.

portion of the value chain) that may

helpful strategic tool for any company:

be more successful than existing

and production business. The Limited

As we will discuss more fully, gain-

has downstream presence in retail

ing and sustaining a competitive ad-

outlets but owns no manufacturing

vantage requires that a company un-

2. Are these companies positioned

facilities. Reebok is a famous shoe

derstand the entire value delivery

in the value chain differently from cur-

brand, but the company owns very

system, not just the portion of the val-

rent players?

few retail outlets. Reebok does, how-

ue chain in which it participates. Sup-

3. Are new market prices emerging

ever, own its factories.

pliers and customers and suppliers’

across segments of the value chain?

players?

To recapitulate, a company is typ-

suppliers and customers’ customers

Are these markets sufficiently deep to

ically only a part of the larger set of ac-

have profit margins that are important

reflect arm’s-length trading?

tivities in the value delivery system in

to identify in understanding a compa-

4. If I used these market prices as

which it participates. Since no two

ny’s cost/differentiation positioning,

transfer prices in my company, would

companies of which we are aware,

since the end-use customers ultimate-

it fundamentally change the way that

even in the same industry, compete in

ly pay for all the profit margins along

my major operating units behave?

exactly the same set of markets with

the entire value chain.

If the answer to these questions
is “yes,” SVA is likely to be an insight-

exactly the same set of suppliers, the

In short, focusing only on a com-

positioning within the overall value

pany’s “value added” (revenues minus

chain for each company is unique.

purchases) instead of its value chain

In the section below, we provide

provoking tool.

Suppliers not only produce and

involves two major shortcomings. It

an illustration of SVA applied to the

deliver inputs used in a company’s

starts far too late and stops far too

United States petroleum industry as

value-adding activities, but they also

soon.

it underwent dramatic change in the

importantly influence the company’s

While Strategic Value Analysis

past three decades. We believe SVA is

cost/differentiation position. For ex-

can be a useful tool for explaining the

uniquely helpful in understanding

ample, developments by steel “mini-

relative position of companies in an in-

that restructuring.

mills” lowered the operating costs of

dustry, by far its greatest value is in

wire products users who are the cus-

helping to guide a plan for manage-

THE OIL INDUSTRY:

tomers of the customers of the mini-

ment action. In particular, SVA points

1960’S TO PRESENT DAY

mill — two stages down the value

to an overall structure, including mar-

In the 1960’s, the oil industry in the

chain. Similarly, customers’ actions

kets and assets as well as the “lines

United States was predominantly in the

can have a significant impact on the

and boxes” of reporting relationships,

hands of a small group of companies,

company’s value-adding activities. For

most likely to succeed in a specific

each operating with a business model

example, when printing press manu-

part of an industry. These findings can

based on the integration of the value

facturers created a new press of three

be applied either in the context of a

chain from raw materials through to re-

meters width, the profitability of pa-

smaller niche player or for operating

tail sales. These dominant companies

per mills was affected. If paper ma-

units of a multidivision corporation.

drilled for crude with company-owned
leases, shipped crude in company-

chine width does not match some
multiple of printing press width, scrap

IS SVA APPROPRIATE FOR

owned tankers to company-owned re-

is generated, which is paid for by

MY COMPANY?

fineries, moved refined products along

someone somewhere along the value

There are four tests that can be applied

proprietary pipelines to company-

chain. Mill profit was affected by cus-

to determine whether SVA would be a

owned terminals, and then retailed
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25

of its crude reserves. The no-

company-owned service stations.

tion of “balance” across the

Of course, vertical integration

chain was a company-specific

was never completely achieved, and

challenge, so a vertically inte-

notable exceptions to the integrated

grated organization was en-

model existed, such as Amerada in ex-

20

R.O.E. (%
)

these proprietary products through

15

10
5

tirely appropriate.

21.1
18.1

11.9

11.4

12.1
10.5
5.6

ploration and production and the in-

By the late 1980’s and

dependent jobbers who played a role

early 1990’s, however, the

in gasoline retailing. Nonetheless, the

U.S. oil industry looked dra-

dominant players in the industry were

matically different. The pre-

the integrated major oil companies. In

cipitating event in this trans-

1975, the integrated companies con-

formation was the oil price

trolled 89 percent of U.S. refining ca-

crash of 1986, when average

EXHIBIT I
RETURN ON EQUITY FOR INTEGRATED
OIL COMPANIES

pacity. This organization reflected the

world oil prices fell by more

.................

historical growth of the industry,

than 50 percent. As a result,

where securing a market outlet for

between 1985 and 1986, major inte-

great shape either. While vertical inte-

crude was of primary concern. With-

grated U.S. oil companies’ upstream

gration and cost-based transfer prices

out a significant downstream pres-

return on invested capital dropped

muddy the economic picture, there

ence, a company was considered to be

from 12 percent to 3 percent. On its

were clear warning signs. New refinery

at a disadvantage in the monetization

own, the U.S. downstream was not in

and terminal construction virtually

0

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
Source: E.I.A. 1995 Annual Energy Review

Note: R.O.E. estimates based on U.S. segment operating
results for companies reporting to the Energy
Information Association Financial Reporting System

ceased by the early 1970’s, and the absolute number of retail outlets was in

DEFINING SVA

decline. Earning integrated returns

Strategic Value Analysis is a technique for quantifying business issues

I), the major oil companies were faced

and opportunities across the entire value chain for an industry. It dif-

with a crisis. The “integration” para-

fers in two very important, and underappreciated, ways from typical

digm broke down, with the upstream

business analysis:

(exploration and production) decou-

well below the cost of capital (Exhibit

1. SVA disaggregates activities into the fundamental building

pling from the downstream (market-

blocks of the full value chain, from suppliers all the way through to

ing and refining). The remainder of

end-use customers, and then groups activities consistently with the

this article focuses on the down-

way markets actually work. Most firms focus their analyses on only

stream, the restructuring of which

those activities where they are currently players.

was, as discussed in the example on

2. SVA evaluates each stage of the chain on an economic value basis, cutting through the distortions often imposed by historical cost,

the paper industry, largely caused by
an event elsewhere in the value chain.
With the first big move toward de-

transfer prices and accrual-based accounting.
What emerges with SVA is a clearer, more actionable view of competitive advantage, sources of profitability and areas for improvement at all stages of the value chain. This stage-specific understanding
is critical in all multistage industries, because changes in one stage almost always impact businesses all along the chain.

coupling, the downstream had to fend
for itself. The majors first rationalized
their asset base, selling off underperforming retail outlets, terminals and
refineries to retain a more profitable
“core.” Further, they invested heavily
in the core, recapitalizing their entire
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EXHIBIT II
DOWNSTREAM RECAPITALIZATION FOR A TYPICAL U.S. MAJOR*
1988-1995

downstream asset base (Exhibit II).
Yet, rather than seeing these new in-

120

vestments paid off by growing mar-

100

gins, downstream profitability de-

80

clined in real terms from 1985 to 1995

60

(Exhibit III). As a result, downstream

40

returns for the U.S. majors have languished since the late 1980’s (Exhibit

20
0 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

DOWNSTREAM
ASSETS

CUMULATIVE DOWNSTREAM
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

IV). The majors’ response seemed rational — painful but necessary under
the circumstances. What happened?

Source: Annual reports, Energy Information Administration and Booz-Allen & Hamilton analysis

We believe SVA can help to understand why the asset rationalization/reinvestment failed to produce

EXHIBIT III
AVERAGE REAL GROSS MARGIN IN THE DOWNSTREAM FOR EIGHT
U.S. MAJORS* (In 1995 dollars)

adaptation of a more focused, flexible
operating model could have helped.

60
U.S. DOW
NSTREAM
GROSS M
ARGIN (c
ents/gal)

the desired effects, and how the rapid

50

THE SVA TEST APPLIED TO

40

THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

30

Question 1: Are there new or emerging

20

players in my industry (within any por-

10

tion of the value chain) that may be
more successful than existing players?

0
1982

1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994

Source: Energy Information Administration, American Petroleum Institute and
Booz-Allen & Hamilton analysis

An SVA analysis of the U.S. petroleum industry during this period
would have revealed the rise to prominence of a variety of new players, par-

12

ticularly in the downstream segment
of the value chain. Often, these new

REAM R.O
.I. (%)

10

U.S. DOW
NST

EXHIBIT IV
AVERAGE RETURN ON
INVESTMENT IN THE
DOWNSTREAM FOR
EIGHT U.S. MAJORS*

players were purchasing assets that
the majors had deemed uneconomic.

8

In the refining segment, Tosco aggressively acquired assets divested

6

by majors, notably Exxon’s Bayway
refinery ($175 million) and Unocal’s

4

refining and marketing assets ($1.2
2

billion). GATX developed an independent business out of product termi-

0
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
Source: Energy Information Administration, American Petroleum Institute and
Booz-Allen & Hamilton analysis
*Exxon, Mobil, Chevron, Amoco, Shell, BP America, Texaco and Arco
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to compare themselves only with oth90

er majors; they saw no reason to compare their integrated downstream

80

structure with that of a distributor.

70

SVA Test No. 1 provides a clue
% OF U.S
. TOTAL

60

here: New companies were entering a
mature industry with poor returns.

50

What were they up to?

40

Question 2: Do these companies utilize

30

a different structure occupying a single
value-chain segment or running multiple

20

segments in a nonintegrated fashion?

10

These new companies were al-

0
1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994
Source: E.I.A. 1995 Annual Energy Review and 1996 American
Petroleum Institute Basic Petroleum Data Book
Note: Estimates based on U.S. segment operating results for
companies reporting to the Energy Information Association
Financial Reporting System

EXHIBIT V
MAJOR INTEGRATED COMPANIES’ SHARE OF REFINING OUTPUT

...............................

most always structured in a dramatically different way from the industry’s
incumbents. They generally chose to
focus on a narrow section, or even one
segment of the value chain (Exhibit
VI). For example, Tosco focused primarily on the refining segment. GATX
focused largely on the product terminaling business, and Racetrac and
QuikTrip were (and continue to be)
retailing-only businesses.

jobber, increased its role in the retail-

in 1974 the large integrated companies

The benefits of a focused strate-

ing segment as the majors sold off

sold 43 percent of total U.S. volume

gy are evident in the performance of

their marginal service stations. The

through company-owned stations. By

QuikTrip, a 300-plus-store conve-

balance clearly was shifting: in 1972,

1995, the majors held a market share

nience and fuels retailer. By focusing

the majors sold less than 40 percent

of only 22 percent of total U.S. volume

solely on the marketing segment of

of their product through indepen-

through company-owned stations.

the value chain, QuikTrip developed

dent marketers; by 1995, the figure

The major integrated companies’

a superior retail offering distin-

had grown to approximately 60 per-

share of refining output decreased

guished by excellent customer ser-

cent. New entrants, such as QuikTrip

over this period as well (Exhibit V).

vice, competitive pricing and inno-

and Racetrac, were able to capitalize

These new players generally

vative merchandising techniques.

on the advent of self-serve gasoline.

were not considered by the majors as

As a result, QuikTrip’s convenience

These companies aggressively devel-

“competitors.” Outside companies

sales per store were more than twice

oped gasoline retailing chains utiliz-

purchasing assets were often viewed

those of the average integrated ma-

ing innovative retailing formats to op-

as bottom feeders of secondary im-

jor. QuikTrip viewed gasoline as sim-

timize station economics.

portance. Branded distributors were

ply another product, not as the cor-

The impact of new entrants is ev-

viewed as still part of the team since

nerstone of the business or of site

ident in the change in market share of

they carried the company brand up-

profitability. In addition, QuikTrip’s

the majors, for both upstream and

on sale (at least for a fixed period of

nonintegrated flexibility allowed it to

downstream segments. For example,

time). The majors generally preferred

“colonize” new areas quickly, often
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portation, terminaling and retail segApache
Alyeska
Lyondell
Koch
Union Pacific
GATX
Common carriers
Tosco
QuikTrip
Integrated major

ments as identifiable, measurable
niche businesses (Exhibit VIII). This
market evolution occurred most
quickly on the Gulf Coast and Eastern
Seaboard. Yet, the majors still tended
to view their downstream businesses
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EXHIBIT VI
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY VALUE CHAIN

own profitability.

Source: Industry Interviews

With Test No. 3, SVA explains how
this different (decoupled) view of the

...............................

business evolved to become an industry standard. The emergence of these

constructing up to 50 locations in a

was for crude oil. The spot market for

multiple arm’s-length markets indicat-

given city in five years or less. Quik-

crude grew from 54 cargoes in 1973 to

ed that the new players were viable in

Trip bought its gasoline from many

nearly 6,000 cargoes in 1987. Trading

the marketplace.

sources, so a major’s question of “Do

in the spot market led to the New York

Question 4: If I used these market prices

we have the refinery capacity to sup-

Mercantile Exchange’s creation of a

as the basis for my company’s transfer

port a market expansion?” simply

crude oil futures market, which began

prices, would it fundamentally change

would not apply. QuikTrip is built on

trading in 1983. By 1984, more than 80

the position that I want to occupy in the

a retail concept, rather than an inte-

percent of the 50 largest companies

value chain? Would it change the way

grated supply chain.

were using futures contracts (Exhibit

that my major operating units behave?

stand not only the fact that new play-

fined products, once strictly

ers are emerging, but also how their

controlled by the majors for

organizations differ from those of the

their proprietary retail net-

major players. While there were liter-

works, began to trade in New

ally hundreds of companies expand-

York Harbor and other ma-

ing in the downstream in the later

jor ports and in the futures

1980’s to early 1990’s, none had an or-

market. While the develop-

ganization similar to the major U.S. in-

ment of a deep spot market

tegrated companies.

for gasoline at major trading

Question 3: Are new market prices

centers was important, by

emerging across segments of the value

no means was it the only de-

chain that formerly have been integrat-

coupling of the downstream

ed? Are these markets sufficiently deep

value chain. Similar to the

to allow entry by new players?

gasoline spot market, deep

..................
EXHIBIT VII
NUMBER OF OPEN FORWARD CONTRACTS
450
400
350

Crude

300

Unleaded Gas

250

200

150

100
50
0
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

VII). Shortly thereafter, re-

NUMBE
OPEN ATR OF CONTRACTS
YEAR EN
D (000’S)

Once again, SVA helps to under-

In the 1960’s there were only a

arm’s-length markets devel-

few low-volume spot markets avail-

oped at several other points

Source: New York Mercantile Exchange

able to nonintegrated companies.

in the downstream value

The first and most visible spot market

chain, creating the trans-

Note: Each contract unit equals 1,000 U.S. barrels
(142,000 gallons)
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Decoupling of the chain was less pronounced in some markets with captive supply chains, notably the Rocky Mountain states.

EXHIBIT VIII
DECOUPLING IN THE GASOLINE VALUE CHAIN BETWEEN 1965 AND 1995 (In 1995 dollars)

...............................
The possibilities suggested by

tive refineries generally produce only

Second, this flexibility allows them to

these new operating models and new

up to the need of their marketing net-

focus externally on efficiently meeting

markets offered a dramatically different

works and adjust the product slate to

market demand. The combination of

vision to the integrated oil companies.

satisfy those networks, Tosco oper-

these two factors allows these new

By using a market-based transfer price

ates its refineries strictly as “mer-

players to thrive in spite of overca-

for intercompany sales, an integrated

chants,” producing as much as possi-

pacity and declining real margins.

company could assess each segment of

ble of whichever product the market

SVA Test No. 4 is oriented to-

the value chain as an independent prof-

desires most. Whereas most integrat-

ward the materiality of the observed

it center. In addition, company perfor-

ed majors prefer not to lease space in

changes on existing players. The ma-

mance now could be compared direct-

company-owned terminals to un-

jors viewed their asset classes (re-

ly with new competitors despite their

branded retailers for fear of “tanking”

fineries, terminals, stations) as funda-

different operating practices. For ex-

the retail markets, GATX leases space

mentally linked. Instead, the emerging

ample, a refinery no longer constrained

to all paying customers and enjoys

arm’s-length markets suggested that

to run its own company’s crude might

over 90 percent utilization.

this linkage was unnecessary and pos-

choose to purchase a different product

It appears that the new players

sibly dangerous. The early adoption

slate that offered greater margins. A

possess two common advantages,

of these arm’s-length prices in the in-

marketing organization run as a profit

based at least partially on their ap-

tegrated U.S. majors would have al-

center would need to be competitive

proach to the value chain. Internally,

lowed them to “face the market” more

with both independent branded job-

they possess greater operating flexi-

directly and better understand the at-

bers and unbranded retailers. The

bility because they have no “commit-

tack of the new players.

world would be different indeed.

ment” to other company operations in

In fact, the newly emergent play-

different parts of the value chain.

AFTERMATH

ers have acted in ways suggested by

Their only commitment is to maxi-

The U.S. petroleum industry is now

their value chain choices. Where cap-

mize their own segment profitability.

thoroughly decoupled, with signifi-
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cant players existing at each stage of

stages of power generation, trans-

gages and “strips”), trading or servic-

the value chain. The integrated majors

mission and distribution in regional

ing? NationsBank has divested origi-

reacted to this restructuring at differ-

monopolies is rapidly disintegrating.

nation and servicing operations while

ent rates, but most have now made

Decoupled regional, national and in-

Fleet is expanding there. And, is credit

strides to decouple their operations.

ternational markets by value chain

card profitability over time more close-

Majors and merchant refiners reg-

segments are replacing monopoly

ly linked to growth in overall penetra-

ularly trade product through exchange

restrictions. Where, across the val-

tion (First USA) or to cost leadership

agreements. And, as noted previously,

ue chain, is the profit earned today?

in transaction processing (Citibank)?

the majors have consistently reduced

Where will it be earned tomorrow?

Information Technology: Fifteen

their direct ownership in the retailing

Forest Products: Major uncer-

years ago the “small” computer busi-

business. However, downstream oper-

tainties have led to widespread dis-

ness was dominated by companies like

ations have only recently begun to

agreement across the industry about

I.B.M. and Digital and NEC, which were

decouple in an organizational sense —

the relative importance of fiber own-

highly integrated from microcircuits

as late as the early 1990’s, many com-

ership, pulp manufacturing, paper

and hardware platforms through to op-

panies did not manage retail opera-

manufacturing, conversion operations

erating systems, application software,

tions as stand-alone profit centers.

and downstream marketing in terms of

distribution and field service. Today,

Indeed, only now are the majors

sustainable profitability. Where in the

the “small” computer business is a de-

recognizing that the new players have,

value chain will profitability in the fu-

coupled industry, with value chain

in some cases, established superior

ture support currently diverging in-

linkages re-forming all the time in new

capital efficiency and operating prac-

vestment patterns?

ways. Virtually no one competes suc-

tices. This latent realization is driving

Food Products: This entire set of

cessfully all along the value chain any-

a search for the next organizational

linked industries is undergoing funda-

more. There are now separate busi-

model that will deliver consistent prof-

mental restructuring, as illustrated in

nesses in memory chips (Motorola),

itability. It is a search that could have

the widely publicized Efficient Cus-

microprocessors (Intel), operating

started much earlier.

tomer Response (ECR) project. The re-

systems (Microsoft), hardware (Com-

In a future issue of Strategy &

lationships among manufacturing, fac-

paq), software (Oracle) and distribu-

Business, we will delve into the oper-

tory distribution, wholesale distribution,

tion (Dell). And, the boundaries among

ating practices of a set of emerging

retail supply logistics and retail mer-

the segments are changing all the time.

downstream players to explain how

chandising are being rethought as the

We believe that variations of

they were able to expand profitability

traditional value chain is totally re-

these stories can be told in virtual-

in a mature business at the expense of

vamped. The goal of the ECR project

ly every industry today. A manager

better established major companies.

is to eliminate more than $35 billion a

needs to be able to tell the SVA story

year in non-value-added costs along

for his or her company, for its cur-

the food products value chain.

rent competitors and for future com-
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Financial Services: Major dis-

petitors, as the value chain in which

The oil industry’s SVA story presented

agreements exist among the largest

the company competes reconfigures.

here has parallels in many other in-

banks about value chain issues in such

In a subsequent issue we will pursue

dustries. Consider, for example, the fol-

businesses as mortgage lending and

the SVA perspective further in the oil

lowing industries in which SVA also

credit cards. For a typical home mort-

industry by analyzing the changing

represents a too-little-appreciated per-

gage, for example, is the overall aggre-

dynamics of retail in the United States

spective:

gate profit that is earned between in-

in 1997.

Electric Utilities: The traditional

ception and payoff concentrated in

model of integration across the three

origination, syndication (whole mort-
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